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The four of them have been charged with selling
drugs and for attempting to murder a policeman. The
four appeared for the first time before the Tallinn City
Court at the end of January. The court ruled that Tivst

and Shepelev should remain in prison for now and
the case against Swastyrov and Gasparyan will be
continued.Q: Help identifying a lens I'm trying to

identify a lens, but I can't. I found it in an old camera,
but I can't identify the make or model. A: No idea

what it is from but it is probably a cheap plastic lens.
Some suggestions It might be a "garmin" or "garmin

north pole" lens, this lens has a built in compass
which is unreliable and can be offset on every lens, if
it is made in the early '90's - the beginning of digital

that were called "digitally enhanced". Or it could be a
Polaroid - they made a lot of lenses too. Local school
responsible for players’ showings, not athletes’ THE
Big Gay Footy Open is about men who want to play
footy. That’s its official line. If it was about lesbians
who wanted to play footy, that would be okay. If it
was about wheelchair-bound people who wanted to
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play footy, that would be okay, too. The BGF is about
men who want to play footy. But now they’ve opened
the festival to women – which is fine – but there’s a
catch. It’s a man’s world here. And if it wasn’t for

men, why are the players at the recent BGF events
getting their names in the paper for flopping? One of
the men who dropped to his knees when tackled by a
female opponent during the first round of the BGF, an

incident reported all around the country, was a
RICHWOOD player. Fellow RICHWOOD player Mandy
Woods says the men who drop to their knees, even
when they are most vulnerable, are conditioned to
obey rules made for men. “I don’t think men are

conditioned to obey rules set for them,” she says. “If
something is inappropriate for women, it’s

inappropriate for men, too.” WOM c6a93da74d
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